Haptic Collaborative Virtual Environments, like other collaborative environments, are adversely affected by the inherent network lag, caused by delay, jitter, or packet loss, when users are geographically distributed. In this paper, we propose an approach based on both decorators and prediction to compensate for network delays and lost updates. Our approach adds to existing networking-level techniques a history buffer, and a decoratorbased predictor at the receiving side and can improve the quality of collaboration as perceived by the remote users. The predictor can determine lost-update messages to improvise the current state, guess the current network delay, and anticipate remote user's interaction strategy and virtual object's position/orientation based on the history, while the decorator will act as a visual cue to inform the user about current network conditions such as the amount of lag experienced; this allows the user to cope with the lag from a human-machine interface point of view.
Introduction
Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) are shared virtual reality spaces where geographically separated users participate in a simulation to manipulate shared objects. In addition, CVEs also allow the participants to collaborate in closely coupled and highly synchronous tasks. When used with Haptics, CVEs have been shown to further improve the quality of such object manipulations because of Haptics provision for the sense of "touch" and the force-feedback capability [19] . These tasks require enhanced communication and collaboration between distributed users, such as two remote engineers practicing the fixing of a space shuttle, or a telesurgery training application.
Such environments have a tremendous role in military training, tele-presence, collaborative design and engineering, entertainments, and many other personal and industrial applications [3] . In a CVE, the shared space is dynamic and interactive, changing over time based on the participants actions and other factors.
One of the problems in such environments, which has been studied and addressed to some extent in recent years, is network lag. Shared object manipulation is achieved in CVEs by sending each user's interaction with the object to other participants over the network [1] . Because of network limitations and traffic conditions, some of these interaction updates are lost, or delayed. In fact, network lag is present in any networked distributed application, and CVEs are no exception. Due to its requirements for closelycoupled tasks, synchronized collaboration is specially susceptible to delay and jitter. Over the past few years, many studies have been performed to examine the effect of delay and jitter on synchronized tasks performed by users in such environments [5] [6] [14] [15] . It is generally agreed that in order to perform closely-coupled tasks in CVEs, an end-to-end delay of no more than 200 msec is required [4] . In addition it has been shown that jitter, which in simple terms can be thought of as the variation of delay, has a significant detrimental effect on the quality of a collaborative session, with a low 10 msec jitter resulting in a collaboration environment which is almost as bad as one with a 200 msec delay but no jitter [4] . Much research has been done to compensate for network lag in order to provide better quality of service for collaborative virtual environments. Some of these studies concentrate on network loss [2] while others try to address the jitter problem [7] . These approaches however focus on solutions based on network communications, either at the transport-layer, the network-layer, or the application-layer in the form of framing of update messages.
Recently, two other approaches have been investigated by researchers. One is the use of decorators [11] -visual cues that inform the user, ideally in a non-intrusive manner, about the sate of network lag. For example, the colour of the pointing cursor changes depending on the degree of network lag. In contrast to the networking-solution techniques discussed above, this approach does not try to hide the network lag from the user but in fact involves the user in the process. By seeing these visual cues, the users are aware of the sate of the delay in the application and can cope with it using intuitive strategies such as slowing down or waiting longer for the other side, if possible.
The other approach, which has been used for some time now, is prediction. Dead reckoning techniques for example, which have been used in distributed military simulations for many years, can predict an object's location and orientation using its last transmitted velocity and timestamp [21] . However, it is a known fact that for closelycoupled tasks that are highly synchronous, dead reckoning does not perform well [22] .
This notion is now being re-examined by researchers, and prediction in collaborative environments has recently been revisited with some positive results [9] [10] .
In this article, we apply all of the above approaches to a Haptic CVE environment where two users must finish a given task collaboratively. To the best of our knowledge, no other work has attempted to combine these various types of solutions in the same application and to study and report the effect of such hybrid solution. Our contribution lies in the design and architecture of the hybrid approach, for haptic collaboration specifically, and in the objective demonstration of the superiority of the combined solution over a single approach. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the related work is presented. In section 3, we propose the architecture of our proposed solution, while in section 4 we discuss the proof of concept prototype and performance evaluations. Finally, section 5 summarizes the results and discusses future research directions.
Related Work
From a high level, we can divide related research efforts into three categories: those that examine the problem from a networking perspective, those that have a human-computer interaction point of view, and those that use predictive techniques. In terms of networking, the Synchronous Collaboration Transport Protocol (SCTP) [1] provides unreliable delivery for normal updates and reliable delivery for key updates. Though it has been shown to improve collaboration under network loss, it is susceptible to jitter and also doesn't perform well for cascading packet loss. Other approaches include a selectively reliable multicast protocol, which is similar to SCTP but uses negative acknowledgements to reduce network traffic [20] . Smoothed SCTP [7] adds strategies for dealing with jitter by creating a small buffer at the receiver side. Incoming updates are hence delayed very shortly and then sent to the application level in fixed rate. This protocol somewhat improves the performance of collaboration due to its jitter mitigation; however, it can't deal with lost update messages or update messages which are delayed longer than the buffer's length of time.
From a human-computer interaction perspective, decorators, which are visual cues typically changing their color with the variation of network delay, are being used to visualize the state of collaboration to the users [11] . For example, a decorator will display the green color when end-to-end delay is less than 50 msec and the red color when this delay increases to 200 msec. This reveals to the user, visually, the current condition and creates awareness for the user such that s/he can adopt his/her own coping strategy. Both multicolor and 2-color decorators have been examined in Haptic CVEs [2] . In [2] Decorators used as visual ornaments, which are the graphical representations to inform the user about the delay or jitter; present visual feedback to the user about the condition of the network. Different mode of color is used to present the network delay increment and decrement. This special technique (decorators) with Smooth SCTP [7] in tele-haptics application improves the users' ability to collaborate on a network that present jitter and delay. Thus, it is a technique based on user's aptitude and their coping strategies in shared object manipulation during closely coupled collaboration; complementary with other network level solution.
In addition to the above approaches, researchers have recently begun to re-examine another method to improve the collaboration quality in shared user spaces: prediction [9] [10] -to mitigate lost updates as well as to predict the future state of the simulation to users. For instance, assume a user moves a virtual object, generating 5 update messages each 10 ms apart. Further assume that update message 3 is lost. In this scenario, message 3 does not need to be retransmitted since updates 2 and 4 are received correctly and one should be able to replace the lost update by predictive techniques. Another example is when two remote users manipulate the same virtual object at the same time. In this scenario, the interaction's direction of movement is crucially important for successful collaboration. Prediction based on history of updates can estimate and visualize the direction of the interaction and aid the collaboration.
The next section describes our work, which combines the predictive techniques with decorators for haptic collaboration. A collaborative haptic application, where two remote users carry a virtual box to a predefined target, is also developed for objective evaluation and as a proof of concept for the proposed technique. The application also uses the existing Smooth SCTP protocol as a network-level solution to carry out various experiments to measure task completion time, and total number of errors in execution time in order to find the efficiency of our approach. Let us begin by examining the proposed system and its prediction method.
The Proposed Architecture
When users collaborate over the network, certain update messages are created and transmitted between them. These collaborative update messages reflect the actions of the participants as well as the state of the shared objects. Remote instances of the environment can then be synchronized using these messages. Collaborative update messages in a CVE have restricted delay requirements. Like other distributed systems, a CVE is susceptible to delays resulting from the end to end propagation delay over the network, and the processing of those messages at the endpoints. Since the inception of CVEs, many studies have been carried out to find out the source [11] [13] [17] and the effect [14] [15] of delays and jitter on synchronized tasks performed by users. As mentioned earlier, good collaboration environments must have an end-to-end delay of not more than 200 ms for state update messages. In addition, jitter, which can have a more adverse effect on collaboration than delay, must also be minimized. Finally, collaborative update messages have special reliability requirements -some update messages can be compensated for if lost as we shall see, while others must be transmitted reliably.
To model the update messages generated, researchers utilize the concept of "interaction streams" and data transmission protocols [1] [12] [16] . In [1] , an interaction stream categorizes updates into two types: key updates (critical message) -sent reliably and regular updates -sent by best effort transport as shown in Figure 1 . The underlying transport protocol (SCTP in this case) then must ensure guaranteed delivery of key updates for this architecture to work. This protocol significantly improves the users' ability to collaborate over the network; however, it does not address the issue of jitter and cascade packet loss. Figure 2 shows the header fields of one such protocol. Smoothed SCTP [7] was devised to address the jitter problem. In this approach, a receiver-side buffer is implemented, at the expense of an additional network delay. Jitter can then be smoothed out using this buffer. In this protocol updates are sent the same way as in regular SCTP; however, a timestamp is added to the header to maintain temporal relation between update messages. On the receiver side, updates are put in a bucket according to their timestamp and are checked by the receiver at specific time intervals as shown in figure 3 . As a result, all update messages, including the update messages that have been generated locally, are processed with a fixed delay, higher than the actual network delay, but constant. In our collaborative Haptic system, all of the above concepts and techniques were implemented. In addition, the proposed prediction method was designed and added to the TOAST framework, described next. Figure 4 shows the place of the prediction module with respect to other system components. Session Server additional elements to TOAST: a history buffer and a predictor which controls a decorator. The predictor is used to improvise for lost update, as well as to predict the delay, jitter, trajectory or state of the object. This predictor also controls the decorator and changes its colour according to the currently-experienced network lag, using the values shown in figure 5c . The application retrieves updates from the history buffer in fixed rate and updates the screen based on the latest messages.
The Prediction Model
Each time a new update message is generated by the application or read from the network, a packet is send to the history buffer. As seen in figure 2 , update messages are composed of an index that identifies which shared object the update message applies to,
Stream ID, and Sequence number followed by DOF double-precision floating point numbers -it has been set to six, so that the position of a shared object can be fully described (three coordinates for translation and three coordinates for rotation). Stream ID indicates the ID of the current interaction of the object and sequence number indicates the position of this specific update message in the current stream. From the packet format, we can find out delayed or lost updates for a specific object by checking the stream ID and the sequence number. As with Smooth SCTP, we enforce a small delay in the history buffer for two reasons: to smoothen out jitter and to predict updates. Let us look at an example to better understand the prediction algorithm. Assume an object moves from location (10000, 300, and 1234) to location (9000, 300, and 1234) and creates 4 updates, the third one being a last update and therefore a "key" update. After receiving the first 3 updates, the predictor knows there are more updates coming because the last one received (update 3) is not a key update and hence cannot be the last one. The predictor then guesses the 4 th update based on the previous 3 rd and puts in the buffer. If update number 4 th arrives in time, the predictor simply replaces the predicted update with the actual one.
Otherwise, if within the enforced delay the 4 th update does not arrive, the predictor increases the enforce delay and sends a message to the decorator instructing it to change color to indicate network lag to the user. In both cases whatever is in the buffer is sent to the application after the enforced delay expires. The same algorithm can apply to an intermediate lost update. Note that the amount of the enforced delay must be small and chosen carefully in order to not cause too much additional delay to the existing network lag. Figure 7 depicts the prediction model for the scenario explained above, with white circle indicating normal updates and yellow circle indicating predicated updates. Let us now look at a number of scenarios that can occur for the predictor in the Figure 7 .
Scenario 1: Application generates 1, 2, and 3 updates and sends them to the receiver. The receiver receives the three updates. The predictor will predict the number four update based on the previous updates and uses the following algorithm (explain in Figure 6 ).
Should number four update arrive before the expiry of the enforced delay, it replaces the predicted number four update.
If previous update is key update then // if update#3 is key update future update = previous update //Update#4 = udate#3 else predict future update //predict update#4 //prediction is calculated from previous update messages end if Figure 6 : Future update prediction algorithm Scenario II: Application generates 1, 2, and 3 updates and sends them to the receiver.
The receiver receives the number one and three updates. The predictor will then predict number two and number four updates. Number two is generated by linear predictive method and number four as in scenario I. If number two and four come later, they replace the predicted updates.
Scenario III: Application generates 1, 2, and 3 updates and sends to receiver. The receiver receives the number one and two updates and buffered at the history. The predictor will predict the number three updates. Number three is generated by predictive method as future update prediction algorithm (scenario I). If number three comes later, it replaces the predicted update. Scenario IV: Application generates 1, 2, and 3 updates and sends to receiver. The receiver receives the number one and three updates and buffered at the history. Update 2 is delayed. The predictor will predict the number two updates. Number two is generated by predictive method as in-between update prediction algorithm (scenario II). If number two comes later, it replaces the predicted update.
While buffering the update messages in the history, the predictor collects receiving time, index, stream ID, sequence number and state of the object of the update message and executes the following tasks.
Jitter decorator: After collecting the consecutive update message's receiving times, the predictor can reveal the delay variation of the transmitting update messages. By changing color of an object according to the amount of time passed between receiving updates, we can implement a jitter decorator.
Direction decorator: The successive states of the object indicate the direction of the movement. This decorator is helpful when an object needs to pass by through either side of an obstacle.
Trajectory decorator: This shows the past and predicted future states of objects, resulting from the history of the past updates. The trajectory helps users predict the potential course of events and hence plan their activities in advance. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of the Haptic application, which consists of a Virtual Environment (VE), Haptic interface, Communication Architecture, history buffer and predictor-controlled decorator. The VE application acts as a visual and tactile interface between the user and the application. A loader reads the descriptions of virtual objects and renders them graphically, while a haptic device acts as the "touch" interface. In the application, a "heavy" virtual box is carried by two remote users who use Phantom [18] haptic devices to interact with the CVE. PHANTOM computes a participant's tip position and provides force feedback on the finger tip while participants manipulate virtual objects. In [18] , design strategy of kinematics and mechanics of the PHANTOM is discussed. Specifically, we used Phantom® Desktop tm device which has 6 DOF (degree of freedom) input and 3 DOF output. Phantom gives the feeling of touch and heaviness of the virtual box by force feedback. Force feedback helps us manipulate virtual object with real feelings and make collaboration tasks more realistic. Java 3D was used for rendering the virtual environments and was linked, using JNI (Java Native Interface), with the GHOST (General Haptic Open Software Toolkit) API for haptic rendering. Our objective of this implementation was to carry the box, through obstacles that need to be navigated around, to a predetermined destination by applying both users' interactions simultaneously. Each user has a magnetic hook which should be connected with the knobs on the box. Both participants simultaneously carry the box and put in the destination place. This task requires closely-coupled collaboration. Like real world, if one user pushes too fast and another user pushes too slowly, the box will fall down. If jitter is present and update messages are lost, then it is difficult to complete the task. Thus by this experiment, we can simulate the network lag and measure the performance of our technique. For evaluating our technique, we took the total execution time to complete the task, and the number of errors. From the results, it is evident that both execution time and number of error is reduced using the prediction-based decorator technique. Using SCTP also improves collaboration, although not as much as the predictor-based technique in this application. An interesting result is that using the predictor together with SCTP seems to yield the best result. This is expected since these methods are complementary. Using Smooth-SCTP with the predictor does not give satisfactory results, due to having two buffers, one for each technique, which increase the delay too much, leading to lower performance.
The Collaborative Tele-Haptic Application

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a prediction algorithm for tele-haptics that takes into account the key updates in an interaction stream. In addition, we enhanced this predictive algorithm by decorators. The results indicate that this algorithm improves the quality of collaboration between remote users over a lossy network. Further study is required to evaluate the effect of prediction with and without decorators. In addition, it might be possible to design non-linear prediction algorithms that work better than the proposed linear approach here. 
